it is so high, the subject cannot maintain the initial velocity for more than a few seconds, before starting to slow down. Some new devices enable fast sampling of load and other measured data and therefore is possible gain more information from test. In this paper the mathematical models based on data gained from WAT are described. The linear models based on system identification are used.
INTRODUCTION
The most commonly employed protocol for the measurement of anaerobic response is the 30-s WAT. Developed almost 30 years ago, the WAT involves a maximal exertion load on a cycle ergometer to evaluate peak power, mean power, and fatigue index; [1] , [2] . When performing a 30 sec. WAT, a subject typically exhibits a sharp rise in power output, reaching peak power within the first few seconds. The ability of a person to perform physical work depends on skill, or muscle strength, speed of movement, or one's stamina. A common denominator of all these activities is that they are performed through muscle contraction. Such contraction can be performed only when biochemical energy is converted into mechanical energy. Two types of biochemical energy are distinguished [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] : a) aerobic: energy is supplied to the muscles in the presence of oxygen b) anaerobic: energy is supplied to the muscles in the absence of oxygen Aerobic activities are typically of a low-tomoderate intensity and can be continued over minutes or even hours. Anaerobic activities are very intense and for that reason can only be continued for one minute or less. While aerobic fitness is a characteristic of the person as a whole, anaerobic fitness is a local characteristic of the muscle because of its independence on blood and oxygen supply to the muscle. This means that a person may have a high anaerobic performance in one muscle group and a lower anaerobic performance in another. The WAT is used world-wide and is considered the most popular test of anaerobic muscle performance [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The test is based on cycling at maximal speed, for 30 seconds, against a high braking force. This force remains constant throughout the test but, because it is so high, the subject cannot maintain the initial velocity for more than a few seconds and after power go slow down. The example of bicycle for WAT with control panel is shown in Fig. 1 The sampled data (with sampling period 0.125 s) can be read as *.xls or *.csv files.
II. NEW WAT EVALUATION IN 3D
The sampled data can be used for other types of test evaluation, e.g. 3 dimensional graph (3D) or graph containing curves of 2 or more subjects for comparison or comparison of 2 or more examination of one person. The example of examination displayed in 3D graph is shown in Fig. 2 . Comparison of examination of 2 subjects in 3D is displayed in Fig. 3 . persons by means of polynomial functions are shown. 
III. LINEAR MATHEMATICAL MODELS
For some medical purposes the mathematical models of WAT is important. The mathematical models can be divided in linear and nonlinear. In this part the dynamical models of HR versus power are presented. Example of time diagram power and HR is shown in Fig. 4 . This time evolution can be divided in 2 parts -first, from beginning to first maximal power peak (very short, usually up to several second, derivation of power=0) and second part, from first maximal power to the end. In Fig. 5 , only the second part is displayed. From this Fig. 5 can be seen time delay in HR as the response on load. Moreover, for linear mathematical model estimation the initial=resting heart rate (minimal value) is subtracted from all HR samples and new vector of samples is marked as HR1. Results of different models (including nonlinear model) are shown in Fig. 6 with fit values. Several models were used for estimation of the WAT, see results in Fig. 9 . P1D1 -linear; second order system consists of first order system and delay, pss2 -linear; second order state space system, nlhw2 -nonlinear; Hammerstein-Wiener model [11] [12] [13] (most complex). All presented models bring almost similar "fit" values, but linear models are simplest with good "fit" result. The equations of different types and orders of linear models with transfer functions are given by eq. (1) 
where output y(s) = HR1(s) is heart rate output without offset (initial HR is subtracted from measuring values) and u(s)=pow(s) is input = power. In the next part the models estimation for 3 subject are presented. 
IV. DISCUSSION
The results of estimation of the open-loop dynamics of physiological parameters based on laboratory exercise WAT tests and using linear models for 3 different subjects was presented. Despite this variability in the subject, also the model for oxygen uptake and cardiac output can be used for approximation and comparison of different physical activities. It is important to note, that estimated results are applicable only when load range and range of HR measured in laboratory test and range of HR for other physical activities are similar. There are some more practical applications: using given data energy expenditure during physical activity could be accurately calculated, and dietary recommendations could be exactly based on precisely obtained data.
V. CONCLUSION
Our study indicates that for exercise testing in laboratory, the linear dynamic model can be used for subject parameters estimation. This approach can be used for set of load and also cardiovascular parameters for different physical activities when only heart rate is measured.
